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MUNICH: Bremen’s Florian Grillitsch, left, and Bayern’s Juan Bernat challenge for the ball during the German soccer cup (DFB Pokal) semi final match between FC Bayern Munich and SV Werder Bremen at the Allianz Arena
stadium in Munich, Germany, yesterday. — AP

MUNICH: Bayern Munich took a step towards winning the
treble as Thomas Mueller netted twice in yesterday’s 2-0
semi-final win over Werder Bremen to reach the German
Cup final.  Mueller now has 31 goals in all competitions,
four in the Cup, as the 26-year-old headed home in the first
half, then converted a penalty after a cynical dive from
Arturo Vidal.

Bayern secured their passage to their 21st final-on May
21 at Berlin’s Olympic Stadium-as they starved Bremen of
the ball with 70 percent possession. Nevertheless, the
match-winner was far from pleased with Bayern’s perform-
ance. “The most important thing was going through, but
we made too many mistakes and it wasn’t a pleasant game
for us,” said Mueller.  “We have played better, but it’s a nice

feeling to be in the final.” The Bavarian giants will face
either Borussia Dortmund or Hertha Berlin, who meet in
Wednesday’s other semi, having already lifted the trophy a
record 17 times. It keeps Bayern on course for a repeat of
their 2013 treble in what is Pep Guardiola’s third and final
year of his Munich contract before coaching Manchester
City next season. 

Bayern face a busy few weeks. They play Atletico Madrid
away in a week’s time in the Champions League semi-final
with the return leg in Munich on May 3.  They are at Hertha
in Berlin on Saturday, with a seven point lead in the
Bundesliga and four games left, as they bid to become the
first club to win four consecutive Bundesliga titles. This was
the clash of Germany’s two best cup teams with Bayern

and Bremen having won the trophy 23 times between
them. In the last 13 years, Bayern have won the Cup seven
times.  Guardiola named a near full-strength team in front
of a crowd of 75,000 although Vidal, Douglas Costa and
Thiago Alcantara were on the bench.  The hosts needed
just half an hour to take the lead at Munich’s Allianz Arena
when Mueller was left unmarked in the middle of the area
to head home Xabi Alonso’s corner.

But Bremen wasted one of only two first-half chances
with 40 minutes gone.  Bayern’s Manuel Neuer mistimed
his clearance straight to Sambou Yatabare, but the Mali
midfielder failed with his attempt to lob the Germany goal-
keeper.  Neuer had to pick the ball out of the Bayern net
early in the second half when Bayern defender David Alaba

lobbed his own goalkeeper, but the referee whistled for a
foul by Fin Bartel. 

Vidal replaced France winger Kingsley Coman on 67
minutes and the Chile international helped win Bayern a
penalty just three minutes later.  Bremen defender Janek
Sternberg tackled the box-to-box midfielder and Vidal
went down in the area, but replays showed he dived with-
out there being any contact.

Nevertheless, referee Tobias Stielder pointed to the
spot and Mueller drilled home the penalty. Bremen can
now concentrate on surviving the relegation battle as
they  remain in the Bundesliga’s bottom three, two points
from safety, ahead of Friday’s north German derby at
Hamburg. — AFP

Mueller goals send Bayern in German Cup final

NEWCASTLE: Sergio Aguero’s
100th Premier League goal was not
enough for Manchester City to
force victory as they were held to a
1-1 draw at relegation-threatened
Newcastle United yesterday.

Aguero, City’s top scorer, claimed
his landmark goal after 14 minutes,
but Manuel Pellegrini’s side were
pegged back before half-time as
Dutch international Vurnon Anita
found the net for the first time in
more than two years to earn a
deserved point for Rafael Benitez’s
side.  City remain third,  a point
ahead of Arsenal and five points
above Manchester United, trailing
leaders Leicester City by 12 points.
A draw left Newcastle two points
adrift of safety, but they will retain
hope of puling off  an unlikely
escape in their  remaining four
games if they can reproduce this
level of performance.

They were indebted to a fine dis-
play from Karl Darlow, their third-
choice goalkeeper, who kept out
efforts from Jesus Navas, Aguero
and Kevin De Bruyne in a nervy sec-

ond half.  The hosts might even
have won it at the death when sub-
stitute Georginio Wijnaldum had a
close-range shot blocked by City
goalkeeper Joe Hart. 

City,  who recalled captain
Vincent Kompany after a month out
with a calf injury, went ahead in the
14th minute, though the hosts had
justifiable claims that the effort
should not have stood.

After he was fouled by Andros
Townsend, Aleksandar Kolarov
swung a free -k ick into the
Newcastle area from City’s left. The
officials missed Aguero returning
from an offside position as the set-
piece was taken and the
Argentinian rose to send a glancing
near-post header beyond Darlow
from six yards out.

STUNNING LEVELLER 
I t  has taken Aguero just 147

games to score 100 Premier League
goals, with only Alan Shearer-who
was at St James’ Park as part of the
BBC’s radio match commentary
team-reaching the landmark more
quickly, in 124 appearances.

De Bruyne came close to dou-
bling the advantage when the
Belgian was gifted possession by
Jamaal Lascelles, but the prolific
midfielder shot narrowly wide.

Moussa Sissoko should have
drawn the hosts level just before
the half-hour, but the Frenchman
lacked conviction after intercepting

a Kolarov pass and sprinting 50
yards, sending a tame shot straight
at Hart from just inside the area.

But Sissoko did not have to wait
long to make amends as he played
a significant role in the 31st-minute
equaliser, sweeping a ball out to
Anita, who had advanced to the
edge of the City area from his auxil-
iary right-back role.

The Dutchman cut inside
Kolarov onto his left  foot and
curled in a low shot that beat Hart
and found the net via the foot of
the left-hand post for a stunning
leveller.

City started the second period

on the front foot, with Aguero hav-
ing a penalty claimed waved away
by well-placed referee Kevin Friend
after the forward went down in a
penalty area tussle with Chancel
Mbemba. Darlow then had to dive
full-stretch to his right to claw away
an angled drive from Navas at a
swiftly taken free-kick, as the visi-
tors piled on the pressure in their
attempts to retake the lead.

They fai led to do so,  in the
process seeing their 12-game win-
ning run against the Tyneside club
brought to an end to leave their
top-four hopes very much in the
balance. — AFP

Anita pegs Man City back 
to give Newcastle hope

ROME: Dries Mertens scored a hat-trick and Manolo Gabbiadini
notched a brace as Napoli kept their faint Serie A title hopes alive as
Bologna were thrashed 6-0 yesterday.

David Lopez rounded off the scoring a minute form time with a
fortuitous goal as his prod rebounded off Bologna goalkeeper
Antonio Mirante, hit him in the chest and the bounced in. Juventus
could have won a fifth straight title with victory over Lazio today had
Napoli lost.

That would have given the Old Lady of Turin a 12 point lead with
just four matches left, and as they have the edge on the southerners
in head-to-head record, they would have been champions.

Instead, Napoli live to fight another day as Gabbiadini struck twice
in the first half, cutting Juve’s lead, for 24 hours at least, to six points.

Gabbiadini fired home from the centre of the box from Mertens’s
pass after just 10 minutes.

He doubled Napoli’s advantage form the penalty spot 10 minutes
before the break after Kevin Constant had brought down Jose
Callejon. Any chance of a Bologna comeback was snuffed out just
before the hour mark when Marek Hamsik teed up Mertens to fire
home from the left side of the box.

Napoli added three more goals in the final 10 minutes. Omar El
Kaddouri teed up Mertens for his second and the Dutchman scored
his hat-trick two minutes from the end with a rasping drive into the
top corner form outside the box.

Lopez had set up Mertens for his third and the Dutchman
returned the favour in the final minute. What was most impressive
about Napoli’s performance was the fact top scorer Gonzalo Higuain
was still absent, sitting out the last of his three-game ban.

Gabbiadini proved an able understudy for the Argentine with
Mertens’s second half showing particularly eye-catching. The win
moved Napoli eight points clear of third-placed Roma, who host
Torino on Wednesday before entertaining Napoli next Monday.

That match could have a crucial bearing on which of the two joins
Juventus in direct qualification for the Champions League group
stages and which team must negotiate a potentially tricky play-off,
providing Inter Milan or Fiorentina don’t make a late run for a top
three berth. — AFP

Napoli thump Bologna 
to make Juve wait

Newcastle 1

Man City 1

ST JAMES PARK: Newcastles United’s Jack Colback, background, and
Manchester City’s Raheem Sterling battle for the ball during their
English Premier League soccer match at St James’ Park, Newcastle,
England, yesterday. — AP


